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Nomenclatur e  

C. R. Bridges Or naming 	It i --suggested that as new 1e1s 
allels. 	 arise they b. named with the.n’u- 

meca1uere .system (L,L’,L4 ) 
or the more recise dating system (w’). - ’in which the locus 
name is an integral part of the-tant name. It is proposed 
that the few allels which at present have special names 
(eosin, -sooty’) .’be brought Into’ line with the above sys.tem by 
prefixing the locus name to th allel name (white-eosin, 
ebony-sooty, vestigia-l-Depill -ato). This alteration will make 
the names corrQspond to the symbols (we,  e.8,  vgD) and will 
maintain the same ordr in lists.of names as in lists of sin-
bole,. The hyphen may be used to conneotthe two halves .o-f 
the name sine-e the fraction- bar / ’has supplanted the hyphen 
in denpting the--two, ., ciromosmes of ’a pair. The ab1D’eviated - 
forms w-eosin, e-sooty, and vg-Depillate could be used as 
equivalent to the,, full names � *-  

H. J. -Muller 	Inversins 	As the number. -of. inversions is - 	. 	. 	. outrunning the alphabet, -  and. 
arl,itrary letters newly-asigned.to  thefn are-both hard to re-
member and confusable with the symbols frgene miXttiois, 
we find it -preferableto stick to the adrnItt.ed1yim-perfe-ct 
method of representing inversions by mean - of the Itmutationalit 
changs that aCcompany them, or, when these were not evident, 
by the arbitrary lettering originally- given,-with the re-
servation that more care should be taken to give simpl 
desigiations.-t’d those hereafter arising. In designating corn-
binationhaving the left part of one invert-ed- chrornosom& and. 
the right part of- another, ie have found 	.onveniºnt. &irnply 
toad..the cai4tal letters L and.R, for left and right,.to 4  
thRsymbç 1 s for’ 	ivcrsons, so that, or example, y s-c 
so 	epresens a crossover chromosome having the left part 
of the spute -chromosome)  including its left point of re- - 
arrangerneg1breakage and D.ataChment and. the right part -:6f - 
the scute chromosome, including its right point or-rearrange-
ment, together with any genes that may perforce be included, 
which latter i.t may or may not be desirable - to represent -., -,.as , 
the occasion demands. Where there is danger of confusion be-
tween the loci themselves, which are designated by the sym-
bo1s-,andthe chromosome ari’angenient in.question, a dot is 
placed next to;t.e symbol or, preferably, below it, -to show 
that itjs the - poiit--f rearrangement together with what goes 
therewith that is-’being referred to. Thus, in the case 	-. 
giveni.-sc6R happens to include the 8cute-8 gene itself (which 
co

°
.d be :represented in addition, when desirable), whereas 

se would not include the scute-8 gene itself, and would, 
where accuracy ws required, be represented with a :dot under 
-it. 	 - 

H. J. Muller. Attached Vs. For the- symbolization of attached 
X-chromosomes, we prefer to make 

a line(where possible,. a downwardl-y.ourved line) above the 
symbols of the citaiiØd genes, rather than below them, since 
we Often use the latter mark to denote heterozygosis, and if 
one of the chromosomes is normal it is not always convenient 


